
C O R P O R AT E



Premium automotive marques require structures that are an extension to their brand 

qualities and values. We therefore take pride in proposing and delivering solutions that 

are simply clean, bright and in an ‘as-new’ condition. With flooring systems that can take 

the weight of the heaviest of vehicles and interior fit-outs that resemble the smartest  

of showrooms, the Premium range of event structures provides the perfect answer.

EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Client: Jaguar Land Rover





EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

CONFERENCES & EXHIBITIONS

Scale and flexibility are synonymous with this industry. Where venues can’t provide 

sufficient space, there is no other better product than a temporary structure. Our 

thermally efficient, hard-sided marquees offer space to accommodate thousands of 

delegates and visitors and can easily be sub-divided into theatre style auditoriums, shell 

scheme exhibitions and networking zones.

Client: Sytner. Senior 
Management Conference for 
950 guests – breakout areas for 
refreshments and networking. 

Location: Cheltenham, 
Gloucestershire.





We can create a stunning environment in which to stage your event whether it’s to launch a new product 

or to impress your customers. We know that you need complete flexibility, as no two experiential events 

are ever the same. Our team has the expertise and drive to deliver complex designs in challenging logistical 

conditions, offering precision execution of exacting specifications.

EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING

Client: Lucozade Sport. 
‘Conditions Zone’ – brand 
promotion ahead of Football 
World Cup in Brazil 2014.

Location: Canary Wharf, 
London.





EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

FESTIVALS & SHOWS

We offer a broad range of marquee styles from large structures for entertaining 

thousands of guests to small catering, VIP or service marquees. Our structure can be 

finished with a variety of lining options, which include a range of stock options from 

contemporary white flat to black LED starcloth.  We also supply an extensive range of 

indoor and outdoor furniture and full AV installations.

Client: Ludlow Food Festival.  Location: Ludlow Castle, Shropshire.



Only the finest in temporary structures and finishing touches will do when entertaining guests. We truly 

believe we have the range of products and technical know-how to make the most of your location, technical 

requirements and design brief. For an exceptional finish our Premium temporary event structures have stylish 

curved roofs, solid glass wall panels and deck level floors. There are no limits to the interior fit out; from full 

LED star cloths to white flat contemporary linings.

EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

HOSPITALITY & ENTERTAINING

Client: Cunnard Queen Mary 2.  Location: Southampton Docks.





Client: Lambrook School. End of Year Fundraising Ball for 400 guests seated in 25m Premium structure.  Location: Windsor, Berkshire.



EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

MEDIUM & LONG-TERM HIRE

We specialise in working with clients to find longer term solutions for their structural 

needs. From stately homes and castles, looking for pop up visitor centres, cafés and 

shops, to prestigious wedding venues looking for permanent seasonal reception 

marquees, our design and build team can find the perfect solution. In 2015, we were 

delighted to work with venues like Holkham Hall and Worcester Warriors Rugby Club.

Client: High Peak  
Borough Council. 

Location: The Pavilion Gardens, 
Buxton, Derbyshire.





Client: Holkham Hall. Visitor cafe. Client: Holkham Hall. Admission area and gift shop.

Client: Holkham Hall. Bespoke Premium structure with 
ABS wall panels and clear glass front, wood effect vinyl 
floor and fully accessible entrance doors and walkways.  

Location: Holkham Hall, Norfolk.



We love creating bespoke and unique event venues with the most fabulous of interiors. The sky really 

is the limit here as inside our marquees anything is possible – from enchanted woodlands to swinging 

sixties, ice-white festive parties to Ibiza-themed nightclubs. Interiors can readily be adapted during the 

hire period to transform the space from one use to another. It’s not uncommon to do this through the 

night, enabling clients to keep to their event schedule.

EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

PARTIES & CELEBRATIONS

Client: Private Corporate Client.  Location: Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire.





IMAGES OF WARWICK SCHOOL

Client: Warwick School.



Client: Pheonix Group.



EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

SPORTING OCCASIONS

We specialise in providing solutions for major events and sporting celebrations. From simple wet weather provision right 

through to luxury structures for press conferences, testimonials, VIP hospitality, exhibitions, green rooms and gala dinners. 

The quality of our finishing ensures that our clients’ brands are positioned front of mind with their staff and customers, 

when it matters most. As well as industry leading bright-white structures, Fews offer turn-key solutions including stock and 

tack-off interior linings, furniture, full AV packages, heating and cooling systems, toilets and event power.

Client: Sahara Force India 
Formula One Team. Corporate 
hospitality area at the British 
Grand Prix. 

Location: Team Headquarters, 
Silverstone, Northamptonshire





From practical to beautiful, our temporary structures are designed to suit the demands of the film and television 

industry. Fast paced, ever changing and very short timelines are just some of the challenges we know production teams 

face when pulling together programme or film making. We have the resources in both product and service to meet the 

needs of production houses and agencies. Our extensive experience for clients such as the BBC (Proms in the Park and 

Masterchef) and Sky (Battle of the Brides) ensures you can be confident of our ability to deliver what ever the brief.

EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

TV, FILM & MEDIA

Client: Red Bull Racing. Press 
Conference – international press 
coverage following Sebastian 
Vettel’s Championship win in 
2013. 

Location: Red Bull Racing HQ, 
Milton Keynes.



FEWS GREEN

Fews Marquees are committed to environmental sustainability. In this our focus is to seek out ways of 

improving performance while keeping energy consumption to a minimum.

Wherever possible we look for ways to recycle goods consumed in the process of running the business, 

from office paper to print cartridges and marquee carpet to board floor. 

We regularly check our vehicles to enable optimisation of fuel efficiency by ensuring tyres are at the 

correct pressures, engines are serviced and loads are to the correct specification for vehicle capacity.

Sustainable energy is also our passion. In the last 5 years we have installed a comprehensive biomass 

system to fuel our warehouse, including heating and hot water supply for our eco-friendly cleaning division: 

Fews Green.

Burning biomass is as near to carbon-neutral as any energy source, with flammable plant matter being 

burned to release energy in the form of heat and power. Biomass is an especially attractive fuel source 

because huge amounts of it are generated inadvertently through industrial and agricultural production. 

Harnessing this waste material and extracting more energy from it improves all-around efficiency and 

reduces the ecological impact mankind has on the environment. 

In 2015 we further extended our commitment to the environment by introducing solar power.

Eco friendly 
Marquee Cleaning Service

for superb bright, white PVC every time!

green



PREMIUM RANGE

Sizes (width) 10m, 15m, 20m, 25m

Size (length) Unlimited in 5m increments

Eave Height 3m, 4m

Wall Finishes Solid glass panels, plastic ABS panels,  
soft white or clear panoramic PVC walls

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

In 2012 Fews invested heavily in a brand new Premium range of event structures.  

These structures enable us to provide solutions of the highest quality, through the 

utilisation of aluminium clearspan technology. Manufactured in Germany for peace  

of mind engineering, ultimate temperature control and protection from adverse  

weather conditions.

At Fews we continually re-invest in new equipment and are always looking for  

ways to innovate our service offering. UNIVERSAL RANGE

Sizes (width) 3m, 6m, 9m, 12m, 15m

Size (length) Unlimited in 3m increments

Eave Height 2.3m, 3m

Wall Finish Soft white or clear panoramic PVC walls

PAGODA RANGE

Sizes 3m x 3m, 5m x 5m, 6m x 6m

Eave Height 2.3m (2.5m on 5m x 5m)

Wall Finish Solid glass panels or plastic ABS panels (5m 
x 5m only), soft white or clear panoramic 
PVC walls (available for all sizes)



Our reputation has grown on our ability to provide clients with totally bespoke 

solutions. For us this process starts with looking at the utilisation of the structure 

and the environment the client wishes to achieve. 

We work with our suppliers and manufactures to design and create totally unique 

layouts including raised or submersed floors, wrap around decking, steps and hand 

railings, specialist floor coverings, soft or hard walling and tack off linings in a vast 

array of fabric colours and finishes. 

Event services can also be designed in such a way to offer discreet ducted heating 

and cooling and systems, integrated cloakroom facilities, specialist kitchen layouts, 

green rooms and back of house office space. 

Etched glass, branded gable ends, gobo lighting, wall and ceiling panels also offer 

the unique ability to bring bespoke client branding to any structure created. 

EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

BESPOKE DESIGN



• Generators, heating and cooling systems

• Audio visual equipment and production

• Cloakrooms and other guest services

• Bespoke décor including furniture and bars

EXPERTISE IN BESPOKE STRUCTURES FOR

EVENT SERVICES

Our comprehensive range of events services ensures that every detail of your event is 

taken care of. From heating and lighting to power solutions covering mains connections 

and generator supply, you can be confident of your guests’ comfort, what ever the 

weather conditions. We offer a supply and install service on a comprehensive range  

of equipment and support your event with technical expertise on-site throughout.





Call us for an appointment, telephone consultation or free quote on 01527 821789  

www.fewsmarquees.co.uk    @FewsMarquees   Fews Marquees

PREMIUM EVENT STRUCTURES


